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Agenda March 16, 2023

• Introduction
• Short recap: Field of play of sustainable food planning 
• INTERACTIVE: poll 
• Invited lecturer: Joe Nasr & Matt Potteiger: Spaces, systems and 

infrastructures: From theories to strategies for the productive urban 
landscape

• Q&A session
• INTERACTIVE: breakout rooms
• Next session + compulsory reading
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Recap of the two first sessions

• Field of play, sustainable food challenges 

• Introduction on the main concepts –
• Food systems
• City-region approach 
• Agroecology
• Food democracy and justice
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Agroecology

Application of ecological principles to the study, design 
and management of agroecosystems that are

• both productive and natural resource conserving
• culturally sensitive
• socially just
• economically viable

Altieri and Toledo 2011; Gliessman 2012; Fernandez et al. 2013.
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Damien Conaré presented the limits of an 
industrialized food system

Health
. 850 million undernourished – 1.5 billion overweight – 300 million diabetes type 2
. “nutrition transition”: shift to processed foods (richer in salt, sugar and saturated fats) often less 
nutritious 

Socio-economic
. maximize efficiency gains vs. distributional concerns
. regional hyper-specialization
. creation of giant agri-food corporations
. precarious working conditions

Environment
. soil degradation
. water shortages
. biodiversity loss
. waste and losses
. pollutions, GHG emissions
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City Region Food Systems
A food system is the complex set of activities and relationships in the food 
cycle: growing, producing, processing, distributing, marketing, retailing, 
storing, preparing, consuming and disposing’ (City of Hamilton 2014).

An ideal CRFS fosters four interconnected elements throughout the food 
chain: 

1. food security and nutrition; 
2. livelihoods and economic development; 
3. sustainable natural resources management;
4. social inclusion and equity (FAO and RUAF 2015).

Better connections among cities and towns and between them and their 
rural surroundings
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political

economic

geographical

cognitive

Damien Conaré; a multiform distanciation
loss of control by citizens over their food system
asymmetry with more powerful actors

multiplication of intermediaries between farmers and 
consumers to circulate, process, store and distribute food

distancing from production areas
urban sprawl + low shipping costs 

loss of contact between city dwellers and farmers, and lack 
of knowledge about the world of agriculture and food 
generates 'eater anxiety'
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Nicole Pita IPES-food
Corporate influence 
on the global governance
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Building blocks of an Agroecological 
Urbanism

Michiel Dehaene 

the development, 
approaches and 
components of an 
agroecological 
urbanism
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Poll on Long Food Movement
What do you think is the main motivation of IPES for publishing the LFM.

a. The EU does not seem capable of implementing such a policy because 
countries do not agree

b. There is a strong lobby of agribusiness and existing policies only to 
stay within the sectoral domains.

c. They see that transformations will only be successful by fostering 
collaboration across multiple scales and strengthening civic 
engagement.

d. There is a need for technical solutions in the food chain, such as smart 
agriculture, precision agriculture, so we should not wait for policies.
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What would be your preferred building 
block to use as an approach? 

a. Productive Housing Estate
b. Land & Market Access Incubator
c. Landed Community Kitchen
d. Political Pedagogies
e. Farming the Fragmented Land
f. Territorial Food Hub
g. Healthy Soil Scape
h. Agroecological Park

Michiel Dehaene presented eight building blocks that are approaches for 
an Agroecological Urbanism. 
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Spaces, systems and 
infrastructures

From theories to strategies 
for the productive urban landscape
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Joe Nasr

Joe Nasr is an independent scholar, lecturer and consultant 
based in Toronto.
He has been exploring urban agriculture and food security 
issues for three decades. Joe taught or held fellowships at a 
number of universities in several countries; he is a lecturer and 
member of the Centre for Studies in Food Security at Toronto 
Metropolitan University.
He co-wrote or co-edited five books and dozens of articles and 
co-edits the Springer Urban Agriculture Book Series.

Invited lecturers
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Matthew Potteiger
Matthew Potteiger is a Professor of Landscape Architecture at 

the State University of New York, Syracuse, where his teaching, 
research and community projects focus on linking food systems 

with the design of landscape systems. He has studied food 
systems of Japan, Brazil and North American cities. 

For 10 years he taught a food systems design studio and
has lead numerous community-based food system projects to for 

urban agriculture, public markets, and regional foodshed 
planning in New York State.



Spaces, systems, and infrastructures: 
from theories to strategies for the productive urban landscape

Joe Nasr and Matthew Potteiger



Joe Nasr



Matthew Potteiger



New typologies of spaces for production, roof tops, alleyways, front 
yards, boulevards, agriburbs (“farms are the new golf course”)…

Public Farm #1 NYC Urban Voids competition Agriburb development
Philadelphia, PA



II. Contemporary conceptions of productive urban landscapes

I. Foundational visions of productive urban landscapes

III. A framework of approaches 

Concluding thoughts

Introduction



II. Foundational visions of productive urban landscapes

• Reconfiguring the urban/rural dichotomy

• Scale and density of the productive city

• Controlling spaces vs systemic change

• Social organization, agency, and justice



Foundational visions
Howard

Migge

Hilberseimer

Wright



agricultural/industrial 
revolutions

growth of London



Poverty Map, London 1889

• Reconfiguring the urban/rural dichotomy



Booth’s Poverty Map of London, 1898 showing urban edge of northeastern section
http://www.slate.com/content/dam/slate/blogs/the_vault/2015/11/12/Lg2BoothSheet2.jpg





Garden Cities of Tomorrow Ebenezer Howard     
1898-1902





Greenbelt land uses: 
Allotments
Small farms
Large farms
Fruit farms
Sewage farms
Cow pastures
Epileptic farms
cemetery
Artesian wells
brickfields
New forests
Reservoir & waterfall
Stone quarries
Children’s cottage homes
Agricultural college
College for blind
Insane asylum
Home for inebriates
Homes for waifs
Convalescent homes



Geddes: Valley Section



http://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/greenbelt/pages/501/attachments/original/1384536375/greenbelt-map.pdf?1384536375



Historic Edo, Japan
40% of city 
As productive land
- Yokohari



E. Howard

Lebrecht Migge. Kitchen gardens in Römerstadt Siedlung, Frankfurt, 1930
Leberecht Migge 1881-1935: Gartenkultur des 20. Jahrhunderts, Kassel: Bundesgartenschau, 1981.

• Scale and density of the productive city



Le Corbusier. Workers house with “potagers” Villa Contemporaine, 1922
From Le Corbussier, Urbanisme (Paris: Cres, 1925)



F.L.Wright
Images of 
Broadacre City



“Birds-eye view of commercial area 
and settlement unit”

L. Hilberseimer.
In The New City (1944)



Clinton Square market. Syracuse, NY 1890’s   -- re-designed, market moved to edge of city 

Urban markets and aesthetic ideology of City Beautiful movement

• Controlling spaces vs systemic change



1881 before construction

circa 1916

“…relieved of a few houses, causeways and 
fences,
left with an unbroken surface of turf 
and secluded by woods on the hillsides,
this would at once supply a singularly complete 
and perfect
though limited example of a type of scenery
which is perhaps the most soothing in its 
influence on mankind of any presented by 
nature.”
-- Olmsted (from Zaitzevsky, Frederick Law 
Olmsted and the Boston Park System)

Franklin Park, Boston



Olmsted’s farm, Staten Island
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/08/05/nyregion/a-lab-a-home-a-memory



Images courtesy of Donald Loggins

Liz Christy

Claiming public space in the city and 
the food system

Social justice—Community Food Security Coalition

Collection of social movements

• Social organization, agency, and justice



https://communityofgardens.si.edu/items/show/29

“Potato Patch” gardens, Detroit

https://communityofgardens.si.edu/items/show/29


II. Contemporary conceptions of productive urban landscapes
•CPUL’s: Continuous Productive Urban Landscapes
• Food Urbanism
• Agricultural Urbanism
• Agrarian Urbanism
• Smartcity
• R-Urban



Continuous Productive Urban 
Landscapes (2005)











Thames Gateway



Middlesbrough, UK  (DOTT 07)
A productive urban landscape





Food Urbanism Initiative (2011-)





TYPOLOGIES URBAINES

Type de cultivateur
AmateurActivisteer Apprenant Professionnel

B1 Activiste 
d’intervention 

éphémère

B2 Activiste 
d’appropriation

B3 Micro-producteur 
privé

B4 Meso-producteur 
individuel

B8 Personne en 
formation

B5 Meso-producteur 
collectif

B9 Personne en 
intégration/insertion/

réhabilitation

B6 Culti-vendeur
collectif

B10 Formateur B14 Entrepreneur

B11 Salarié-
employé

B12 Salarié et gérant 
de structure 

collective

B13 Indépendant

Entité de production 
Individuelle Collective Professionnelleel

D2 Jardin privé

D3 Plantage

D4 Jardin familial

D5 Jardin & parc 
public

D6 Jardin 
thérapeutique

D7 Bord de route / 
chemin de fer

D8 Lisière de forêt

D9 Jardin collectif

D10 Jardin 
d’institution

D11 Jardin de bureau D18 Ferme verticale

D15 Ferme urbaine

D16 Serre

D14 Jardin de 
retsaurant

Échelle 

Object

2-200 m2

200-2000 m2

2000-20 000 m2

2-20 ha

20 ha +

Motivations

C1 Lucratif

C2 Pédagogique

C3 Personnel

C4 Social 

C6 Esthétique

B7 Enfant C5 Environnemental

C7 Bien-être

D1 Jardin conteneur

D13 Jardin pour 
grande cuisine

D17 Serre (aqua / 
hydroponique)

Type de site

A7 Parc et jardin 
urbain

A8 Place urbaine

A9 Surface 
sportive

A1 Surface 
urbaine cultivée

A5 Toiture 
végétalisée 
accessible

A 21

A6 Toiture 
non-accessible

A2 Alentour des 
habitations collectives

A3 Alentour des 
habitations privées 

A4 Balcon

A13 Arrêt de 
transport public

A14 Boulevard

A15 Chemin / route

A10 Bord de cours 
d’eau

A11 Bord d’étendue 
d’eau

A12 Lisière de forêt

A16 Bord de voie 
ferrée 

A17 Bord de route /
Autoroute

A18 Espace de liaison 
en talus

A19 Friche ferroviaire

A20 Friche 
industrielle

A21 Site vacant / 
Sous-utilisé

D12 Jardin 
temporaire





Images & Information from: Verzone Woods Architectes Sàrl (http://www.foodurbanism.org)



PARC AGRO-URBAIN, Bernex, Grand Geneve
(Verzone Woods Architects)



PARC AGRO URBAIN 
(Verzone Woods)



PARC AGRO URBAIN (Verzone Woods)



Agricultural Urbanism (2010)



Southeast False Creek
Urban Agriculture Design Guidelines







urban and agricultural programs as related by unit and scale





Agrarian Urbanism
(2011)



Food production along 
transect



Typology of productive landscapes along transect



Plug-in agriculture at urban edge



Smart Cities
(2010)  



Dream farm systems diagram



Perpetual motion machine



Guangming
Smartcity





http://www.urbantactics.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/5.Passage56-Street-View-PETRESCU@aaa-copy-2.jpg

R-Urban





http://r-urban.net/en/projects/

Lower water 
consumption 
for housing

Service/goods 
exchange

Local jobs

Most food 
from organic 
agriculture

Eco-coop
housing

50% less 
energy 
consumption









http://www.urbantactics.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/5.Passage56-Street-View-PETRESCU@aaa-copy-2.jpg

Passage 56, rue St Blaise





III. A framework of approaches 
1. Spatial design 
2. Systems design
3. Productive infrastructure



Is a Food

Alice Waters, the celebrity chef and an early 
advocate of local ingredients, at a farmers’ market in 
January. She and other food activists see the White 
House as an ally in Washington.

New York Times

1. Spatial design -- (re)localizing



• Growing  neighborhood relationships in anonymous city through gardening and 
culture (beer, movies, music, art, workshops, theater, kids activities)

Community gardens in Prague, Czech Republic

bar with tap beer in a trailer

Prazelenina, the oldest community garden in CZ (3 years old)
Slide courtesy of Jan Richtr



Brooklyn Grange, NY Alec Baxt

/
Lafayette Greens, Detroit



Continuous Productive Urban Landscapes
and spatial connectivity



Agrarian Urbanism encoding an (historical image) urban gradient 





E. Tennenbaum

2. Systems design



Embedded in other systems:

Transportation

Housing

Water

Open space

Energy

Economy





networked  urban agriculture



Greenmarket Union Square, NYC







Food system and Public health Food deserts
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Structural violence: food deserts, corner stores and 
low infant birth weigh. Sandra Lane

Source: Sandra Lane. Syracuse University Source: Syracuse Community Geography



City Region Food Systems



Linking urban agriculture sites to form coherent urban spatial 
and ecological infrastructures 
Providing ecological services

Mill Creek Farm, Philadelphia
Community garden and entrepreneurial farm
Land leased from Philadelphia Water Department

3. Productive infrastructure















Concluding thoughts



Concluding thoughts

• How do food systems work at different scales and how can improvements 
in these systems be made across the multiple scales of urban 
territories?

• How can the capacity of various actors working on productive 
spaces be strengthened?

• How can the flows of labor, energy and other resources be 
managed for effective urban food systems?

• How can the implementation of such visions occur in the context 
of the dominant neo-liberal economy?

Challenges



Concluding thoughts

§ How can the growing recognition of the necessity and urgency of 
addressing such vital problems be translated into concrete actions
that place the urban environment at the center of solutions to food 
system problems?

§ How can actionable spatial, systemic, and infrastructural responses to 
urban food problems be conceived and realized within the context of 
structural inertia that confronts attempts at addressing complex 
problems related to cities as well as food and agriculture?

§ What are the implications of the emergent practices and actors 
working in productive urban landscapes for social relationships and 
justice?

Challenges



Joe Nasr
Centre for Studies in Food Security
Toronto Metropolitan University
jnasr@torontomu.ca

Matthew Potteiger
Dept. of Landscape Architecture
College of Environmental Science and Forestry
State University of New York, Syracuse
mpotteig@syr.edu
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Challenges

1. Food systems work at different scales (from global to local). Could 
you mention examples of improvements in these systems made 
across the multiple scales of urban territories? 

2. How can the capacity of actors working on productive spaces be 
strengthened?

3. Which changes in the flows of labor, energy, and other resources 
could contribute to more effective urban food systems?

4. Could you give 2 examples of change in governance to counter the 
dominant neo-liberal economy?
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Opportunities

5. Could you think of two concrete actions that place the urban 
environment at the center of solutions to food system problems?

6. What actionable spatial, systemic, and infrastructural responses to 
urban food problems (within the context of structural 
administrative inertia in addressing food and agriculture issues)?

7. What implications of the emergent practices and actors working in 
productive urban landscapes for social relationships and justice?
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PHASE II
Analysing the food system

Session 4-6
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Learning objectives for PHASE II

• Understanding of complexity of the spatial organization of the city 
region food systems

• Developing skills to select the most adequate methods and tools to 
be applied to map and/or analyze and evaluate a specific situation 
of a food system.

• Designing of sociograms / network maps reflecting stakeholders’ 
connections and power structures around the food system
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AGENDA 4th session on March 23, 2023

• Introduction Marian Simón Rojo, Universidad Politecnica de Madrid
• Spatial participatory food (systems) mapping Katrin Bohn, 

Bohn&Viljoen Architects, School of Architecture & Design, University 
of Brighton 

• Q&A 
• Next session + compulsory reading
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Compulsory reading 

• Compulsory reading:
• FAO Report : "Integrating food into urban planning“ page 264 – 275 

(Food asset mapping in Toronto and Greater Golden Horseshoe region, 
by Lauren Baker).

• Recommended reading:
• Planning Food System Transitions: Urban Agriculture & Regional Food 

Systems (wiley.com)


